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Abstract 
Let (M, g) denote an asymptotically flat 3-manifold. We will show that the 
following definition of Arnowitt-Deser-Misner mass (abbreviated as ADM mass) 
mass (M, g) = lim (f ( g 如 - d S ' 
lOTT k—coJsk 
is well-defined under certain conditions. In the definition, g^k denotes the partial 
derivatives of the metric tensor, {Sk} denotes compact 2-manifolds which are 
diffeomorphic to a sphere and approaching infinity in certain sense. Note that 
the definition depends on the coordinates and choices of spheres Sk. We are going 
to show that despite their dependence, the mass depends only on the intrinsic 
structure of M. Results on weighted Sobolev space and harmonic coordinates are 
used. 




mass (M, 9) = ^ Jim (f (g如-彻’dS' 
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In this thesis, we first discuss some theorems on weighted Sobolev spaces on 
Euclidean space and asymptotically flat manifolds. We will prove some ba-
sic properties of these spaces and two Laplacian operators A = ^ and 
〜 = 丨 … 盖 ( 丨 P 丨 & ' 是 ) o n them. 
With the aid of some constraints on weighted Sobolev norms, a structure of 
infinity of an asymptotically flat 3-manifold will be introduced. We are going 
to prove that the structure of infinity of an asymptotically flat 3-manifold is 
essentially unique, i.e. any two structures only differ by a rotation and some 
terms vanishing at infinity at a certain rate. On an asymptotically flat 3-manifold, 
we can define its Arnowitt-Deser-Misner mass (abbreviated as ADM mass) by 
considering the derivatives of its metric: 
mass ( M , 9} = Hm (f -见j.’,）dS\ 
丄 bTT k—oc JSk 
We will prove that the ADM mass is always defined and unique. Therefore, it is 
an intrinsic property of these manifolds despite the dependence of its definition 
on the coordinate system. All these results are basically due to Robert Bartnik 
[3], 
As an example, in the second part of the thesis we will discuss the Schwarzschild 
1 
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metric 
d s ' = - ( 1 — 学 ) d t ' + ( 1 — 字 ） 1 d r ' + r \ d 炉 + sin2 崎 
We will show that the only spherically symmetric static metric satisfying vacuum 
Einstein equations Ry = 0 is the Schwarzschild metric. We will also discuss 
Birkhoff's Theorem which states the static constraint can be removed. Finally, 
we will show that the time slice of the Schwarzschild manifold is asymptotically 
flat and the mass is M. This part of the thesis is rather standard. We will follow 
the exposition in [7]. 
Chapter 2 
Weighted Sobolev Spaces 
Before the study of the operators of A D M mass on an asymptotically flat man-
ifold, we need to understand weighted Sobolev spaces and operators which are 
asymptotically close to the Laplacian of the Euclidean space. 
Notation. Several notations are adopted in this section: 
1. denotes 召 w h e r e Br is the unit ball of radius r centred at origin. 
2. Ur is defined as a rescaled function of u where Ur{x) = u{rx) for r G M. 
3. a{x) = V^l + 
4. r � = 1 4 
2.1 Weighted Sobolev Spaces 
Definition 2.1.1. Suppose 1 < p < oo and ^ G R. Let u G We define 
a norm ||ix||p’5 by 
(/iRn 知 d x ) ^ when p < oo 
IMIp,6 = 
ess sup [cr when p = oo. 
3 
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Similarly, we can define a norm for u G by 
( / R n W M � d x ) ‘ when p< � 
IMIks = 口 、 • 
ess sup (r when p = oo, 
Rn\{0} 
The weighted Lebesgue spaces and are defined as 
{i^ G L f � c ( R ” I |MIp’6 < � } and {ix G | IMI;’, < 00} respectively. 
Definition 2.1.2. For u e C；�(IR” , the weighted Sobolev norm \\u\\k,p,5 is 
defined by 
k 
IMI 化5 = 陶 
J=0 
Vr，(R") is defined as the completion of C ； � i n with respect to 
II • 
Similarly, for u G C；沉(R"\{0})，the weighted Sobolev norm ||i/||i,p’<5 is defined 
by ^ 
IMI'b 广 ; 岡 I k " . 
J=0 
is defined as the completion of in L ; P ( r \ { 0 } ) with 
respect to || • ||'fc，p，5. 
2.2 Some Basic Properties of Weighted Sobolev 
Spaces 
Similar to Sobolev spaces without a weight, several inequalities hold for weighted 
Sobolev spaces. 
Theorem 2.2/1. If 1 < p < gf < 00, < then we have L^ C Lj .^ 
Proof. For p < g < 00, we have 
‘ ilR" Jr'^ 
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By letting dx = dx and applying Holder inequality, we have 
q — p 它 
Since - 如 > 0, we know c r — � < oo. Therefore, \\u\\p^ s, < 
C{p, q, 61,62, for some positive constant C{p, q, n). 
U p < q = 00, then 
IMI二知二 / M 〜 -知几办 
A" 
- "P f 
< ess sup (a—如 M ) / � _ ( � _ ⑷ 厂 
As the integral in the last line is finite, we obtain ||i/||p，5i < C{p, Si, 
U p = q = 00, then from the fact that cr-^ < it is easy to see that 
I M I � = ess sup < ess sup (J—^M) = 
The desired results follow. • 
We have the following Holder inequalities. 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Holder inequality in weighted Lebesgue s p a c e ) � H u G L^ ^ 
and V e 6 = Si如，I <p,q,r <oo where * = | + ^ then 
Proof. Let dx = dx. 
p p 
I M I U I卜 I I “ 二 M V - � ： ^ ) ‘ H V — 如 叫 ^ 
P P 
= ( 丄 ( M ^ t - ” 叫 Q ( 丄 ( M � - ” 叫 广 
Jr^ 
• 
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We also have Interpolation inequality and Sobolev inequality as well. 
Theorem 2 .2�3 (Interpolation Inequality in Weighted Lebesgue Space). Let 1 < 
p < oo. For any given e � 0 , there exists a constant C{e,p, (^ ) such that 
for all u e W f ’ ) . 
Prior to the proof, we first quote the usual interpolation inequality. 
Theorem (Interpolation Inequality). Let > 0, 1 < p < oo and Qhe a bounded 
domain with smooth boundary. The usual interpolation inequality assures the 
existence of a constant C{e'Q) that for all v G we have 
where denotes a usual Sobolev space and || • \\k,p denotes its norm. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.3. Let Vt = A^ and v{x) = Ur{x) as in the above quoted 
theorem. Then we have 
Since there is a constant Ci{5,p,n) > 0 such that C � < 补 < C � i 
for all X ^ Ai and j = 0,1,2, we have 
IM|i，P,AI，5 W | W k p , 4 5 + q i 4 ’ 4 5 (2.1) 
where e" = n, 5, Ai) for some constant K > 0. 
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Note that 
I W “ 尸 a U“zyc7(x”"dxy 
= ( / : ， © M r ; � 广 
= Cr'(义 u � y Y a � y ” " dy)' 
Other two terms in (2.1) can be treated in a similar manner and the following 
inequality is obtained. 
< C"rVlM|2，p，Ar，5 + qMlp，（，A 
After rearrangement, 
IMIi 认 “ e | M | 2 ， … + c|M“r，5 ( 2 . 2 ) 
where e = e"K'{p, n, 5, Ai) for some constant K' > 0. We let D^ =义之打―i and 
Dq = B\. Raising (2.2) to the power p and summing it for r = 2"^, m G Z, we 
have 1 
/ oo 、去 
IMkp尸 E"�’P从，5 
\n=0 / 
/ oc \ ^ 
< ；Ewm|2，p，d…5 + …5尸 
\n=0 ) 
/ . i / . i / oo � p , O C \ p 
< ；E � Ml2，P，Dn，5广 + I](C1MIp，D…5 广 
\n=0 J \n=0 / 
‘•• |M|l’p.�-S6|M|2，p’5 + q|l^||p，5 
The second last inequality was due to Minkowski's inequality. Clearly, for every 
e > 0, we can always choose a sufficiently small value of which leads to our 
desired results. • 
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Theorem 2.2.4 (Sobolev inequalities in weighted Sobolev space). Suppose u G 
V K 广 T h e n there exists a constant C(n, k,p, S) such that 
為 5 < C\\u\\k,q,5 for n>kpandp<q< 
I M | o o ’ 5 < C\\u\\k,p,5 for n < kp. 
Therefore, we also have 
P^ ，，g (脱n) ^ for n>kp8indp<q< 二；, 
H f P ( i r ) C Lf{W) for n<kp 
and = as r ^ oo. 
Proof. Recall that for a bounded domain with smooth boundary Q, n e N, 
we have ([4], Chapter 7) 
⑴）g L 哉⑴） f o r n � / c p , 
C L�(n) for n < kp. 
Suppose n > kp. Let ^^  二 and v G VK^'^(Ai), there is a constant C{n,k,p) 
such that 
M l 哉 ， “ C I M k p ， 而 . 
By letting v = Ur and p = ； w e have 
< Ca{r)-^ (^J dxy 
< Ca{r)-' \urfa'^dxy 
<Ca{r)-'\\ur\\k,p,s,A, (2，3) 
0 ( r ” | M k ， “ A i (2-4) 
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where a{r) = y/l -f H. (2.3) is due to the usual Sobolev inequality while (2.4) 
holds because Ai is bounded and p < q. 
Finally, following the definition of Dn in Theorem 2.2.3, we have 





The last inequality is due to the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let { � } be a sequence of non-negative real numbers and r < .s. Then 
Proof. We first assume the sequence has only finitely many non-zero terms and 
r = I. Then as the function f{x) = x^ is convex in x G [0, oo) for s > 1, we have 
/ OO \ I � , 0 0 \ s OO 
E < ^ E � 二 E ‘ （ 2 . 5 ) 
\n=0 / L \n=0 J � n=0 
In the case with infinitely many non-zero terms, we can assume the series for 
[an] converges, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. The inequality in this 
case is obtained by letting the number of terms in (2.5) to infinity. Finally, for 
general r < s, we may let a'^ = a"^, r' = 1, = The inequality is achieved by 
applying the results for r = 1 on the sequence {a^} and s'. • 
We return to the proof of the main theorem now. Suppose n < kp. Then we 
have 
ll^llocM. = supMa-6 = Cr-'sup\ur\ < Cr-'\\urh.:pAA, = CIMkMA 
Ar Ai 
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Adopting the notion again, we obtain 
/ oo \ ^ 
|M|oo,5 二 sup hllooAD. < sup < C X ] Ml^ADr. = 
Note that lim"—oo Ml,g,s,Dn = • as E 二 。 | M | � ’ i s finite. Besides, k > 1, 
so it yields \u{x)\ = as r oo. • 
Theorem 2.2.5 (Weighted Sobolev Imbedding Theorem). Let u G ( R ” and 
0<a<k — ^ <1. Then u is locally Holder with exponent a. For the weighted 
Holder norm of u by 
/ \ 
II^IIcO- = sup 厂科 sup 丨卞) — + sup {a-\x)\u{x)\), 
\ y 去X / 
we have < C\\u\\k.p^ 5 for some constant C(n, 6). Besides, ~ 
0(1) as 一 0 0 . 
Before going into the proof, we have to recall the usual Sobolev Imbedding 
Theorem first. 
Theorem (Sobolev Imbedding Theorem). Let be a bounded domain in R". 
Suppose k and p are positive integers such that kp > n. Then C C^^^(Q) 
for all 0 < a < A: — ^  < 1 where is a Holder space. Besides, there is a 
real constant C(n,p, k, a, Q) such that for all u G we have 
I M I c � , = sup � I + sup 丨 卞 ) - 二 y ) 丨 < C\\uU.,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.5. By considering Q — in Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, 
we have 
/ \ 
Holler,4.) = sup a - ^ - ( x ) sup I 卞 广 二 y I + sup ( a — 5 � … � I ) 
石 � ‘ xeAr A\x-y\<a{x) F " ？/l xe.4, 
\ yeAr.y 共工 / 
/ \ 
= s u p a — ‘ ( r x ) sup … (广卞 )丨 + ^up [a''{rx)\u(Tx)\) 
xeAi 4\rx-ry\<(T{rx) — ^Vl xG^i 
V yeAi.y^x / 
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Note that a(rx) < ra{x) for all x e Ai when r > 1. It follows that 4:\rx — ry\ < 
a{rx) implies \x — y\ < a(x). Therefore, 
IMIc7”(（） 
/ \ 
< sup sup 丨〜(二) — � y i + sup 
xe/li 4lx-yj<cr(x) ^ \X - y\ x€/li 
\ yeAi.yi^x / 
/ \ 
sup a - ^ - ( x ) sup M 广 ： ⑷ 1 + 厂 5 sup ( a � ) M , 
\ yeAi.y^x / 
/ \ _ 
=Cr sup sup + sup 
areAi A\x-y\<a{x) F “ 
. \ yeAuyj^x J . 
[ s u p 丨 發 ： ⑷ 丨 + 
=Cr-”Wlc� ’�(石） 
Finally, we follow the notation of Dn in Theorem 2.2.3 again to obtain 
/ oo \ p 
IMIc?’�= sup |Mlc，（Dn) < sup \\u\\k,p,5,Dn ^ ^ = 
一 \n=0 / 
It forces that = o{\\u\\k,p,5) = o( l ) as r — oo. • 
Theorem 2.2,6. (1) For any u G with I < p < oo, S ^ 0, we 
have 
where drU = r'^x • Du. 
(2) If < 0, there is a constant C(n,p, S) such that 
\\u\\,,s < C\\dru\\,^s-i for any u e ^ ^ - ( R " ) . 
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Proof. (1) The second inequality is trivial as 
\dru\ 二 . Du\ < r-'^\x\\Du\ = \Du\. 
We now prove the first inequality sign. 
As is dense in it suffices to prove the fact for all 
u e c r ( M \ { 0 } ) . 
Recall that Green's identity tells us 
Theorem (Green's Identity). For any bounded domain Q with smooth boundary, 
we have 
[Df.Dg= [ f 竿 - [ f A g . 
Jn Jm 加 Jn 
Here u is the unit outward normal of dQ. 
Since u has a compact support in we can find R > 0 such that 
suppu C BR. Take Q = BR. 
Let f = and g = We have 
Df 二 r — 知 — Spr^^-^jul^'x, Dg = {2- n j r '^x and Ag = 0. 
Besides, / = 0 on dVl. 
Putting these expressions in the Green's identity as stated above, we have 
0 = / - . (2 — n)r - ' ' xdx 
Jn 
二（2 _ n)p . X —加-知—�:r 
人[r-'P-^^lul^ dx = S-' [ 
Jn Jn 
Jn 
二 1 义 , 一 ( 2 . 6 ) 
Let k = —6 — Then we have 
kp = -dp - n and p{-dp - n + I - k(p - 1)) — -{S - l)p — n. (2,7) 
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By introducing (2.7) into (2.6) and applying H51der inequality, we get 
|(5|-i j r-一+1 …r”汰咖X 二 H-i 心 M 一 广 ( I 汰 • - 一 + 1 - 咖 - ” ) d : z : 
r 1 ¥ r 1 -
< / {\u\r''ydx P / 知-朴 1 - 协 ‘ 
- J n J U n . 
r f 1 ^ � 1 i 
Un Un _ 
f r /• 1 宁 r f 1 * 
/‘ / r-^P-^'lul^dx < / r^^-^'lul^dx ‘ / ‘ 
J n U n J U n . 
f r-^P-r^\u\Pdx < |(^�1 [ I 汰 � - ( “ ) " f / : r . 
Jn Jn 
Hence results follow. 
The second statement can be proved similarly. 
Let f = g = Then 
Df = = (2 -n)cr - "x and Ag = n(2_n)cr—2-: 
Similar to the proof of the first statement, we may assume u has a compact 
support in M", i.e. u G 
Take Q = BR where supp u C BR. Note that / = 0 on dft. From Green's 
Identity, we have 
J Df . Dgdx = 一 L f^gdx. 
Note that 
j,f ‘ Dg = j - . (2 — n^cT^cb: 
= ( 2 - 一 " M P - i / ^ H • X — 
< ( 2 - n)p J^ a-^P-^'luf-^ldrulr — ( : n > 2) 
- L f^gdx = - J a - � I M 2 — n�o-“da: 
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Therefore, we get 
- ^ a ’ f ( 2 几 dx < ( 2 - n)p J^^ a—一 |71广|(9厂+ - (^a 寺 之 一 ’ 化 一 ^ ^ 工 
Jn Jn 
[a-^P-^'lul^-'ldrulrdx > [ + 
Jn Jn 
Let A(r) 二 |叫1 - a—2(1 — n|列—V—”]. We observe that 
By introducing A(r) into the last inequality and applying Holder inequality, we 
have 
Jn 
「 1 E ^ � 石 1 -| i 
Jn 」 -
「广 1 f 「广 1 i 
= y �（M P A ( r ) a -一 )d x ‘ J l a ^ i / 广 ( > ( - � ) 产 " A ( r ) i - � : r ‘ 
...J dx < J^ dx 
Clearly, Xir) cannot be zero. Besides, lim A(r) = > 0 and lim A(r) = \S\ > 0. 
r—>0 r-i-oo 
Therefore, there exists a positive constant K such that K < A(r) < for all 
r > 0. It is obvious that — is bounded above by 1 too. Therefore, if we take 
一 a 
p-2 . . . 
C — K丁，then the inequality is achieved. • 
2.3 A on R几 in Weighted Sobolev Spaces 
In this section, we want to study the Laplacian operator on R" in weighted 
Sobolev space. 
Here we introduce a definition of exceptional weights. 
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Definition 2.3.1. For all non-negative integers and integers less than 3 — n 
are exceptional. Other real numbers are non-exceptional. We denote the set of 
exceptional real numbers as E. In short, we have 
E = {n>0 or n<3-n\ne Z}. 
Theorem 2.3 .1. Suppose 6 is non-exceptional, 1 < p < oo, 5 is a non-negative 
integer. Let Azi = [ Then the following mapping 
A ： 1V7+2，p(ir) — (2.8) 
is an isomorphism and there is a constant C{n,p, S, s) such that 
ll^llUp.. < (2.9) 
A similar results hold for A : H,广2，p(ir” — H , 么 股 " ） . 
Proof. We will need several lemmas before the main proof. 
Lemma 2.3.2. If K(x, y) is a non-negative homogenous function of degree - 1 . 
i.e. K{\x, Ay) = y), and 
j � K ( x . l)x''y dx = I and j � K { 1 . y)y-�dy = J 
where I and J are finite. ^ + ^ 二 1’ then 
r r K(x. y)g(ij)dyP <IJ^ H giuY dy 
Jo Jo Jo 
for all non-negative g G 
Proof. First of all. let f £ Z/(IR) be non-negative. By applying Hc3kler inequality. 
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we have 
POO POO 
i Jo K(工,yW场)dccdy 
=rr ( 财 ' 咏 © T ( * ) 释 ， 酌 * 
< [ \mf K�x,y�g)—* dydxY [j了 J^ 9綱、x,y�(營)• dyd^^ 
= I f � ( J : K …识 r �购 ) d : c 7 J^^ g{yr (^J^^ dx^ dy ‘ 
a � / \ 7 / \ P 
f{xY dxj ^ 9{yYdy^ 
The desired result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 191 in [5]. • 
L e m m a 2.3.3. Suppose a + 6 > 0 and K'[x,y) = | : r|- ’ : r -y|a+6—几 f or x ^ 
Then Ku(x) = / K'(x, y)u{y) dy is a bounded linear operator on 1/(脱打）if and 
JR^ ‘ 
only if a < ^ and 6 < 
Proof. Suppose K is bounded. Let u{y) = XB{i){y) G Then for > 2, 
we have 
Ku{x) > [ K'{x,y)dy 
二 C M “ [ \y\-'dy 
«>'|y|<i 
As Ku G we must haxe p{b-n) < -n. It follows that b < � O n the other 
hand, Ku e LP{W) implies the integration kernel {x,y) dx G Z/ ( ]R")� 
By similar arguments as above, we can show that p'[a — n) < 一n, so a < 芸‘ 
We now suppose a < ^ and b < 昔.We first prove the lemma for n = 1 and 
a,6 > Oby showing f : K'[x, 1)工一合 dx is finite: When 0 < x < K'{x，1)工-• < 
where —a —合〉一•-合= — 1 ’ so the integral is finite in (0,臺》 
When \ < X <2, K\x, \)x~V < C\x — 1| 奸 h where a + 6 - 1 > - L so the 
integral is finite in 
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When 2 < X, K'{x, 1)工_合 < C r r " — 7 where 6 - 1 - ^ < ^ - 1 - ^ = - 1 , so 
the integral is finite in (2, oo). 
For n > 1, we can employ a fact > l^kl which implies 
k=l 
to prove the lemma by Lemma 2.3.2. Finally, we would like to show that results 
for negative a and b follow from those for non-negative values. As \x\ < \x—y\ + \y\, 
it is clear that 
\x\-<C{a){\x-yr^\yn 
where C{a) = 1 for a < 1 and C{a) = for a > 1. Therefore, 
k r i x 一 < c(a) (ixri.x — y r + m r ) k n x -
=C{a) {\x - + -“广丨？/丨-“） 
Since both terms in the last line correspond to non-negative values of a and b, 
the lemma can be generalized to negative a and b. • 
Proof of Theorem 2.3丄 We return to the proof of the main theorem and prove 
the boimdedness first. We now show that it suffices to show the case for s = 0. 
In fact, suppose |M|,2，p,5 < C{n^pJM\M\o,p^5-2 for all u G 孙 I f 
u G W广 2 ’ P ( � \ { 0 } ) for some .s > 0, we have 




The proof for the case s = 0 follows from showing the distributional inverse 
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K'{x,y) of the map in (2.8) takes the following form 
• P _ 
C — y r - - Y t o . 仍 ® ) ' ] i " � 0 
仲 C ii2-n<8<{) 
c \X-vr^ - 々(士 . 仍 { ^ y i " < 2 - n 
(2.10) 
where k denotes the greatest exceptional value less than 5 and • y) are 
ultraspherical polynomials arising from the Taylor expansion 
k - = W2-" £ . y) ( M y for 1^ 1 < I工I 
j = 0 \丨工丨乂 
where 全二亩 and 5 = are the unit vectors along the directions of x and y 
respectively. Here are two estimates ([8]) of the kernel. 
Lemma 2.3.4. 
mx.y)\<\ "I丨糾 (2.11) 
L e t K{a) = - i/|2一“旧一^ a n d 
By Lemma 2.3.3, K'(a) defines a bounded operator from to if and 
only if 6 + a n d - 6 + i.e. 2 - n + a < (5 < a. Note that 
ioT k < 6 < k + I, both K'{k + 1) and K'{n -h k - 2) are bounded operators on 
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" ( I T ) . Therefore, 
I 剛 《 广 I I W ' + 5 N / R “ 2 -
= 降 ) W M - ” M 2 r - ” H l p 
= 轉 + 卜 ) M 2 r - ” 4 
< C\\\y\''r-^-pu\\p (by Lemma 2.3.3) 
< CIMI; ’" 
for a = k+l,n+k — 2. Hence, K(k-{-l) and K{n-\-k — 2) define bounded operators 
from to H^;� ’p(R"\{0}). Finally, from the estimate (2.11), we know 
that K{x, y) is bounded by K{k-\-l) and K{n-\-k — 2), so it also defines a bounded 
operator. 
For the second case in (2.10), we can simply apply the above proof on K{a) where 
a = 0. 
For the third case, we just need another estimate 
1 了 作 ’ 州 一 1 卜 " r ’ 仁 — 2 IN 
to complete the proof. From the distributional identities ([10]) 
= AyK(x,y) = S{x - y) in (2.12) 
we obtain K(Au) = u for all u G Therefore, 
IMI “ ， “ 舉 … (2.13) 
for all u G Since is dense in H f t h e 
inequality (2.13) also holds in V^f'^(M"\{0}). Lastly, (2,9) can be derived by 
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The first inequality was due to the scaling estimate Proposition 2.4.3. 
Suppose iH G H f ’P ( ] r\ {0 } ) and E be such that f:s are 
compactly supported, Au! = fi and l im“oo fi = / . From (2.9), { i i j is a Cauchy 
sequence as \\ui — — 0 when min(z, j ) —> oo. It follows that {ui} 
converges io u e M / f a s is closed and A is bounded. 
(2.12) shows that = f for all f G and Kf G W f^ 
so A is surjective. Finally, the injectivity of A arises from (2.9), so A is an 
isomorphism. 
The proof for A : W广2’p(股n) — is similar. • 
2.4 A^ on Asymptotically Flat Manifolds 
Definition 2.4.1 (Asymptotically Flat Manifolds). Suppose M is a smooth n-
dimensional manifold with Riemannian metric g. We say it is asymptotically flat 
if there is a compact set K C M such that M\K has a structure of infinity: 
There is a real number R > I and a C � diffeomorphism 少 : M \ K — ER = 
W\BR which satisfies 
(i) is uniformly equivalent to the standard Euclidean metric (^ ” on ER, 
so that there is a constant 入 2 1 such that 
旧2 < < A旧2 for all and 
(ii) — Sij e Wb^(Efi) for some decay rate r > 0 and q > n. 
We may consider $ as a coordinate system on M called the coordinates at infinity 
x^ = for m G M when it is extended to the whole M in a C义 manner. 
The structure at infinity is written as x). 
Definition 2 »4 .2�Let be a Riemannian metric on R". Then we define 
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where {g"-^ ) denotes the the inverse matrix of (g^j) and d^  = 
Proposition 2.4.1. Ag is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product 
{u, v) = / uv\g\^dx 
An 
where 丨^*! denotes the determinant of {gij). 
Proof. It suffices to show that {u, Agv) = (Viz, Vv) for u with compact support: 
{Vu.Vv) 
=/ gijdiudj"u\g\l doc 
Jr^ 
=I u^^ dx 
= [ d x 
• 
Theorem 2.4.2. If g^ ] is a uniformly elliptic metric and g j^ - G for 
some n < q < oo and r G M, then Ag satisfies the following properties: 
(i) g j^ is Holder continuous at exponent a where 0 < a < l — ^ < 1 . 
(ii) Let If = + Then b^  G 
(iii) If T > 0, then A，，1ir) 一 W^f^iR'') is bounded for 1 < p < f and ^ G E. 
Proof. (i) Since g” —知 G IF t^"(脱"），from Theorem 2.2.5’ we have 
/ \ 
sup sup 丨妒 (广 ) _ f ’ ) l + 
y h K 字 丨工_ y\ y 柳 
‘ 剛 - 彻 例 工 广 VxGR" and 
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for some constant C. 
(Note that if n < p, the term ^ s-i in the third line should be 
‘ n - p ‘ 
replaced by ||w�0,00，<5—1. The same results follow.) 
• 
Notation. In the following context, we assume q > n and r is a non-integral 
positive number unless otherwise stated. 
Proposition 2.4.3. Suppose I < p < q and G M. Then there is a constant 
C = C{n,p,q,6, Ci,A) such that if u e and AgU e then 
u G H f p ( 脱 a n d 
\\u\\2,p,5<C{\\AgU\\o,p,S-2^\\u\\o,pj). 
Here Agii is defined in distributive sense, i.e. we say AgU = / if = 
f 小 for all 0 G 
Proof. We first prove that u € by a theorem in [6]. 
Theorem (Theorem 6.3, [6]). Let A{x,D) be a j-smooth elliptic operator of 
order I in Q where \ < j < l Let u G satisfy the condition 
\{u,Acl))\ < CUWi-j^iv^ for all 0 G C 『 ⑴ ） 
where 二 ； ( L Then for all compact subset C Q and 
Here we let A = A^ in the quoted theorem. Clearly, we can take I = j = 2. 
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u e we have 
| M k p ’ - r < C ( | | A 一 | | O ’ P ’ - T - 2 + MLP(Bn)) 
where C and R are constants depending on r , n, p and q only. 
Proof. For any open set S C R " , we define the operator norm 
l|A, - 二 SUp{||(A, - A)lx||o,p,-r-2 e IMI2，P，-t = 1}. 
Let > 0 be a real constant (to be determined) and x be a cut-off function with 
X 三 1 in and vanishes outside B2. Let = )• Let u = uo + u ^ where 
= Xru and IX父=(1 — xr)u. Then Theorem 2.3.1 shows that 
l l ^ o o l b , p , - r < C\\Au^\\o,p,-r-2 ( 2 . 1 5 ) 
< C{\\AgU^\\o,p,-r-2 + IIA9 - ^\UBjUoohp,-r) 
where C = C(n，p,T) is a constant and Er 二�\_Bfi. But we have 
丨丨〜loc||o，p’—r-2 
刻 〜 — t - 2 + I I 一 � • � 拟 + ( 以 ” 名 狄 + 叫 一 尺 
執 • 一 2 + CM|i，P，-T,AH. 
where Ar 二 B2r\Br. Since q > n, we get 
丨1 ( �-八;H k p ’ — r一2 (2.16) 
< sup {|g”(a:)-fc|}||iA,||。，p，—T-2 + q H l o ’ “ F j 仇 H i ' p ，- t - i . 
\x\>R 
But from the fact that 一 — � . e l^l，；(『）and Theorem 2.4.2. A , is a bounded 
operator. Therefore, — 0 and l e . — 0 as — oo. Hence，(2.16) 
implies ||(A, — — 0 as — oc. By (2.15): we get 
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Therefore, 
ll^l|2,p,-r < C(||A 一 ||0’p,—t_2 + h o l l o , p , - r + ||^Xoo||o，p’-r) 
< + |ko||o,p,-r + IIHkp’-r，4) (by (2.17)) 
< + IM|o,p，—r + e l M k p，-… + 
(by Theorem 2.2.3) 
Since e is arbitrary, we can take e = Besides, ||'w||o,p,-r./i^  < C"\\u\\lpib2r) 
for some constant C". Hence, 
IM|2’p’-T < + IMI雅2尺))• (2.18) 
Next, we want to show that ker A^ is finite dimensional. Let {uk} be a 
sequence in ker Ag C with \\uk\\2,p,-T = 1. As the sequence is bounded 
and VKf，/(lRn) is precompact, there is a subsequence in {uk} converging strongly 
in LP{Bn). 
The convergence in Lp{Br) and (2.18) implies {uk} is Cauchy and hence 
convergent in Therefore, ker Ag is finite dimensional. Therefore, there 
is a closed subspace Z, namely such that Vl/^f = Z 0 ker Ag. We now claim 
that there is a constant C such that 
IMl2，p ’-T�||Awlkp，-T-2 yuez. 
Otherwise, | ,, J 丨 I , ? ， " ， ^ 1 is unbounded. By normalizing the norm of u. we 
lll~"l|o’p，—T — 2 j 
have a sequence {uk} such that \\uk\\2,p,-T = 1 and \\AgUk\\o.p.-t-2 — 0. It 
shows that {uk} also converges to a non-zero element in Z. It implies that 
ker A g f ] Z + {0} , contradiction. Therefore, following the arguments in the 
second-last paragraph of the proof for Theorem 2.3.1. we can show that A^ has 
a closed range. 口 
Definition 2 � 4 � 3 . An operator between Banach spaces is said to be Fredholm if 
it has a finite dimensional kernel and a closed range and the kernel of its adjoint 
is finite-dimensional 
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Theorem 2.4.5. li l < p < q, then A^ : H^ff ( R ” — is Fredholm. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.4. • 
We are now interested in the kernel of Ag. We first prove that the dimension 
of its kernel is independent of p as long 8iS p < q. 
Theorem 2.4.6 (Constant Dimension of Kernel of Ag). Let 1 < p < q and 6 ^ Z. 
We denote ker A^ : — as N{Ag,S,p). Then N(Ag,S,p) is 
independent of p. Therefore, there is no ambiguity to write N{Ag, (^ ) for these 
values. 
Proof. Suppose 1< p < q Siud u E N{AgJ,p) C H f P ( i r ) . Then from Theorem 
2.4.3, we have 
\\uhp,s < C\\u\\o,p^s. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2.2.4 gives 
if n > 2 p , (2.19) 
\\u\\oo,5 < C\\u\\2,p,s i f n < 2 p , (2.20) 
If n > 2p, we can apply (2.19) first and get u € where p* = 
From the fact that AgU = 0，Theorem 2.4.3 tells us that u G Now 
we replace p by p* in Theorem 2.2.4 again. Since 杀 = 卜 f，the above process 
must terminate in finitely many steps to results in n < 2p*. Therefore, we may 
assume n < 2p. In that case, (2.20) shows that 
= IMkoc < oc. 
Let dx = Then for every p < q, we can derive from Holder Inequality that 
I I 如 二 ( 丄 — 力 ’ 
=\\iia-'\U < oc. 
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Therefore, u G By Theorem 2.4.3, as A一 二 0, we deduce that u G 
11,52，卢(脱")and hence i V ( A " ， < N{Ag, 6,p). As p and p are arbitrary, it follows 
that N{Ag, S,p) is a constant for all 1 < p < g. 
• 
Definition 2.4.4. For a Fredholm operator P, we define its Fredholm index as 
L{P, 6) = N{P, 6) - N{P\ 2 - n - 6 ) . 
There are some properties of Fredholm index: 
1. The index is locally constant in the space of Fredholm operators, i.e. l(P, d)= 
l(A, S). We write this value as ^o(^)-
2. Let rik denote the nimiber of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree 
k in IT. Then n, = "" _ 之 二 《 = ( : 幻 ! 3 + . If • is defined as N{A. S) 
for S > 0, then 
‘ (n-1^2k){n-2 + k)\ 
聊 = � � — W ^ i — 
where k = k'{d). 
3. From the self-adjoint property of A, we know that 
卜 0 � if > 0, 
-No{2 -n-S) \i6 <0. 
Theorem 2.4.7. Suppose 6 is non-exceptional and I < p < q. If k~(S) < S' < 6, 
then N{Ag,6) = m . � � I f ^ G 股 a n d A^u G then u G 
对 ’ ) . 
Proof. Suppose k~(d) < 6' < S. Then from facts 1 and 2 in the above, i(Ag, S)= 
Lo{S) = Lo{S') 二 L(Ag,S')�Therefore, 
N(Ag. S) - N(Ag, 6') = N{Ag. 2 - n - S) - N{Ag, 2-n-S), 
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But L^iR^) c for < (^ 2, we have 
iV(A …(5) - N{Ag, S')>0> N(A；, 2 - n - 6 ) - N{A；, 2 - n -
Therefore, 
6) = N{Ag, S') and N{A；, 2 - n - 5) = iV(A；, 2 - n -
Let AgU e /^"^ 。‘，二 ( 股” . T h e n for all v e ker (A；, 2-n-8'), we have f vAgU dx = 
J A;vu dx = 0 and AgU is in the range of A" : — W�f2(股”.There-
fore, there is it; G such that AgU 二 ks u - w e ker (Ag,S)= 
ker {Ag, 6') c ) and w G we get u G • " 
Theorem 2.4.8. Suppose g^ ] is uniformly elliptic in M^ and g j^ - J”. G 
for some n< q < oo. US ^Z while l< p < q, then A" : 一 VF^l^R") 
is Fredholm and iV(A…8) = No[5). 
Proof. We first prove the case for < 0. Note that if < 0 and u e ker A^ C 
W"�P(R")，then u = o(r-勺 as r — oo. Therefore, u is bounded above and there is 
a closed disc B such that all maxima of u occur in B. From Theorem 8.19 of [4], 
li is a constant function. It turns out that z/ 三 0 as iz = so N{Ag, 二 0 
when S <0. Note that from Theorem 2.4.7, 
6) 二 … � 二 —No{2 - n - 5) iov S < 0. 
As Ag is self-adjoint, we have 
L(Ag，S) = N(Ag, 6) 一 N{Ag, 2-n-5). 
...No{2-n-S') - N{Ag, 2 - n - 6') for < 0 
By putting d 二 2 — n — 5'，观 have when 8 >2 - n. in particular when S > 0, 
No{d) = N{AgJ). 
• 
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Theorem 2 .4 .9 . Suppose Ag is asymptotic to A at rate r > 0 and u G H^f "(R” 
where 5 is non-exceptional with AgU 二 0 in E/? 二 W\BR for some R> 1. Then 
there is an exceptional value k < k~{6) and hk G (7�(R” such that hk is harmonic 
and homogeneous of degree k in ER. Besides, we have 
u-hk = as r ^ oo. (2.21) 
Proof. From AgU = 0 in Eji, we have 
Aiz = ( 知 一 — mu — cu (2.22) 
i n Er. A s ( 〜 - a ” . ） = o((/)，df^u G h G d,u = 
1), c G iy_o，|_T(ir) and u = o(a—we obtain Aii G As 
A : (R") — "IVf二—2(股” is Fredholm, there is u G such that 
八(u 一 i；) 二 0 in ER. Suppose u - v = hk + where h^ is a homo-
geneous harmonic function of degree k. As u,v 二 o(cr” and r > 0, we have 
k < k-(5) and u - h^ e Replacing Au by A{u - hk) in (2.22), we 
obtain Au 6 From that we can know v e by The-
orem 2.4.7. We now replace i/ by i; in (2.22) and repeat the processes above 
and get u - hk G Inductively, it can be refined m times until 
^ 一 (2m + l ) r < /c - r. Therefore, we can have u — hk = 一�)as r 一 oo. • 
Theorem 2.4.10. Suppose A^ is asymptotic to A at rate r > 0. 
(i) If /c > 0 is exceptional and 0 < e < 1’ then we have 
N{Ag,k + e)- N{Ag.k-e) < 71^ 
N{Ag. 2-n-k + e)- N{Ag. 2 - n - k - e) < n, 
where r i i , =八泌 + 6) - Nq��— e), 
(ii) There is an exceptional value K < 0 such that .V(P. S) = 0 for all non-
exceptional S < K. 
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Proof. (i) As ) C W产 ( I T ) for < we have ker (A^, S') C ker S). 
From Theorem 2.4.7, if k is exceptional and 0 < e < 1, then N^ = 
N{Ag, k + e) and N: 二 N(Ag, k - e) are constants. Denote 
n ker + = 
0<e<l 
U ker {Ag,k-e) = K-. 
0<e<l 
Clearly, dim ker (Ag lx . ) = N : and dim ker (Agl^-) = N^. We now sup-
pose u G ker (Ap|x+)\ker From the fact that u = o(cr"+” and 
u + for all 0 < e < 1, we know u ^ a^ as a ^ oo. There-
fore, from the expansion given in Theorem 2.4.9, the degree of the homo-
geneous harmonic function must be of degree k. Since there are only n^ 
linearly independent homogeneous harmonic functions of degree k, we have 
i V ( A „ /c + e) - N{Ag, k-e) = N+- N' < n,. 
(ii) Note that ker C ker ( A ” 知）when < 如 and iV(Ag, is finite. 
Let {f^} be a basis of ker (Ag, From Theorem 2.4.9, for each 九 there 
exists a homogeneous harmonic function of degree k^  such that — hj^ ^ = 
o ( r � — � a s r ^ oo, we have + Therefore, U • for all 




Uniqueness of Structure at 
Infinity 
In this chapter, we would like to introduce a type of manifolds which resemble 
the standard Euclidean space W^ in certain sense. 
3.1 More on Ag 
Proposition 3.1.1. Suppose that (M,仏 is an asymptotically flat n-manifold 
and I < p < q, 6 non-exceptional. Then 
(i) Ag : W 广 ⑷ - > is Fredholm. 
(ii) Suppose Ag is asymptotic to A at rate r > 0. Then each u G ker (A^, S) 
admits an expansion (2.21) at infinity, i.e. there exists an exceptional value 
k < � and a homogeneous harmonic function. 
(iii) 
N ( A g J ) = dim ker ( A , : U f ”(<!>) — = AW外 (3.1) 
Thus Ag : — W^f^(^) is an isomorphism if 2 - n < d < 0. 
32 
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Proof. The Fredholm property of A^ is proved in Theorem 2.4.8 while the expan-
sion is proved in Theorem 2.4.9. For < 0, (3.1) is a direct consequence of The-
orem 2.4.8. For S >0,\et k = k-{6) > 0 and h^ E be a harmonic poly-
nomial in Efi. Suppose AgU = a^WfjU + ！fdiU + cu. Then as {Sij — a ” ) = 
df^u e 1 < : _ V『)， b , G 1^二，1%(『)，d^u = 1), c e a n d u = o((7”， 
we obtain 二（Ag - A)hk G ( 脱 A s A^ is Fredholm, there is 
Vk G such that Ag{hk — Vk) = 0. As different h^'s must give rise 
to different v^s while {hk} is the basis of ker (A, we have dim ker (A…6) > 
dim ker (A, J) = No{S). Yet, the expansion (2.21) tells us that for every arbitrary 
u, there is also a distinct harmonic function h where u - h = o ( l ) as r oo. 
Hence, dim ker (A^,5) = No{6). Because 2 — n — 6 < 0 when 2 — n < < 0, we 
know that i V ( A ; , 2 - n - (^ ) = 0 and the adjoint A； : — HZ�卩―巾） 
has a trivial kernel. Therefore, Ag is an isomorphism when 2 — n < S < 0. • 
Proposition 3.1.2. Suppose Ag is asymptotic to A at rate r > 0. Then 
= 化 ⑷ and 
where E : R\E{n) — No is continuous and satisfies 
(i) E{d) = E(2-n - 5), 
(ii) E(6) is increasing for < 1 — | and decreasing for d > 1 — 
(iii) E(6) = 0 for 6 > K and 6 < 2 - n - K for exceptional value K > 0. 
Proof. The continuity of E{6) follows from the invariance of N{Ag, S) and No{d). 
Let go be a metric on M which is flat for all r > R for some R e R. From 
Theorem 2.4.7, as Ag is asymptotic to A. we have Lo{d) : : ^(A^. S) = L{AgQ.d). 
Since A^ is self-adjoint and L(Ag, S) = 6) — N(Ag, 2 - n - S) = 0，we have 
0 二 ^(A,, S) = No(d) + E(d) 一 No{2 - n — d) — B(2 - n 一 S). 
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From the fact that No{S) = NQ{2 -n-S), we obtain E{S) = E{2-n- S). Next, 
since N{Ag, S) > 0 while T V o � = 0 for (5 < 0’ we have E(S) = iV(A", S)-No(A) > 
0 for ^ < 0. The results can be extended to > 0 by applying E{S) = E{2-n-S). 
Next, Theorem 2.4�10 gives (iii) obviously by choosing K as an exceptional value 
where No{5) 二 N{Ag,6) = 0 for all non-exceptional S < K. To prove (ii), it 
suffices to show E{k + e) - E{k - e) < 0 for integers A; > 0 and 0 < e < 1 as E{6) 
is an invariant between two exceptional values. It follows from 
E{k + e) — E{k -e) = [7V(A„ k + e) - i V ( A „ k - e)] - [No{k + e) - No{k 一 e)] 
<nk-nk 
= 0 . 
• 
3.2 Uniqueness of Structure of Infinity 
We are going to show that an asymptotically flat manifold (A/, g) has actually 
a unique structure of infinity. By means of uniqueness, we mean that any two 
structures of infinity of (M, g) only differ by a rigid motion and some 一” 
terms. More details are discussed in Theorem 3.2.2. 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Existence of Harmonic Coordinates). Let be a structure 
of infinity where $ : M\K — E丑 is a C^ diffeomorphism, K compact in A/, 
R>\. Fix 1 < 7/ < 2. Then there are smooth functions € for 1 < z < n 
such that = 0 and - E ER). Hence there \?>RI>R such that 
{ y ' } gives the coordinates in 否-、ERJ with 
| ? - l / | ( m ) = o ( 咖 广 ） (3.2) 
as a(m) — oo. Furthermore, the set of functions {l. yKy^, • • • , y" } is a basis for 
H, = {ueLl(M)lAgU = 0}. 
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Proof. First of all, we extend x^ in a ( 7 � manner to whole M. As g^^ — � G 
W!v' (M) , we know that 一 is bounded and dkg j^ G Hence, 
= g^'T],=知〜切_ + - dig,,) e 
As 1—7" is not an integer, it must be non-exceptional. From Proposition 3.1.1，Ag : 
工 （ 否 ） 一 ^ - ^ - r W is an isomorphism. Therefore, there exists G H^fiV少） 
such that AgX' = AgV' in M. We set = - v\ Then as 6 we 
obtain 
- ? / | ( m ) = K I ( 肌 ） = + ( 肌 ) i — � 
by Theorem 2.2.4. Besides, we have = | Z ) 工 y , ) \ G (巾）. I t implies 
that I 舞 — 舞 I = — 舞 I = T) for all i，j by Theorem 2.2.4，so - 象 | = 
for all i, j and 
, , a 3 � ( d a � | , � , . a d dx^ d dx' d � 
I 乂 巧 ， 应 ） — 兩 綱 二 丨巧，应）-
= 队 如 -
=[(o(l)o(a-^) + o ( a - > ( l ) ) o ( l ) ] (m) 
Next we check G As G and is bounded in BR, G 
H i^^ l^ (^Af). Since n < q < 2q, we have G by Theorem 2.2.4. By 
Holder inequality, we obtain 
Wvthv < INIOO，i-T||I||"—i+T. 
From the fact that " — 1 + t � t � 0 , we know < oo and hence 
yi e mM). 
From the properties of NO given in Chapter 2 ([3]), we know that dim H\ 二 
No(r]) = 1 + n as 1 < 7/ < 2. Clearly, 1 G H^. Note that e W^^^(M) and 0 = 
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� e W仏(M), we know y^ e W^^^M), so span { l ， ？ / i ， 奶 ， … G H^. On 
the other hand, since {dy'} form a basis of T*M near infinity, {1,奶，1/2,.. • , "n} 
is linearly independent and the dimension of their span is n + 1. Therefore, 
{ l ， " i , 奶 ， . . • i s a basis of Hi. • 
Theorem 3.2.2 (Uniqueness of Infinity). Let (M,g ) be an asymptotically flat 
manifold. Suppose x) and z) are two structures of infinity with decay 
rates ri, 丁2 respectively. Then there is a rigid motion (O], a )^ : z^  h O^z�+ a � o n 
and a compact subset K oi M such that 
- {0]z' + a')\(m) = o((7(m)i-T) 饥 ^ M\K (3.4) 
where 丁 = min{ri, r2}. Besides, the function F = ^ o ： ER W^ where 
R > 1 satisfies 
- (0]F^(x) + a')\ e VI < z < n. (3.5) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we can extend x\ z^ in a C…manner 
to whole M first. Let {y^ • • • , y^} and {w^ • • • , w^] be two harmonic 
coordinates with respect to (<l>, x) and (屯，z) respectively. Since Hi is intrinsic to 
M while {1, y \ ) … , y ^ } and •..，w^} are two bases of Hi, we have 
y\m) = Bi(m)w'{m) + a' 
for some transformation {Bj, a^). We let 泰 , 吾 ） = r U i j and 9 [ 泰 , 暴 ) = n ^ ] 
for convenience. From (3.3) and the fact that { x j and {zi} are coordinates of 
structures of infinity, we have 
|m”. — SJ e IV^'(AI) and - � | G 妃 
Therefore, |m” — n”| = Let m ” B^kBjihki for some bounded transfor-
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mation matrix {Bi j } . Then we obtain 
\BikBjihki — 
=\[BucBji - S^kSjl)hkl\ 
=mkBjk - + {B.kBji -
From this, we see that _ 二 o(cr—了) and hence there exists a constant 
orthogonal matrix Oj such that \0j — 二 0((7-丁). Therefore, 
=\(x' - y” + [{B,, + + {z^ - uP)) + a”| 
<\x' - + W - + a”l + - + 
=o(cri-T + 0 + + 1 - T + o{a-^)o{G) 
二 — 1 - ” . 
The second results follow in a similar fashion by using the facts that - e 
ER) and Z'-W'e Hf^“少，ER ) . • 
Theorem 3.2.3 (The decay rate of Ricci tensors). Suppose that is a 
structure of infinity with 屯本g - S e W^'^(ER) for some 7] > 0, q > n and R > 1 
where the Ricci tensor of (M, g) satisfies 
R i c � G Z^%_“M) for some nonexceptional t > r]. 
Then there is a structure of infinity 9 defined by coordinates harmonic near 
infinity where Q,g - 6 e for some R^ > H 
Proof. First of all, we define (0 , x) as the coordinates harmonic near infinity with 
respect to $ as in Theorem 3.2.2. We would like to show that each component 
of the Ricci tensor R(g) satisfies 
= (3.6) 
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where Qij{g, dg) is quadratic in dg. It is shown as follows: For convenience, we 
write A = B if two expressions A — B dX most quadratic in dg. Note that 
R^j 二 g%P�ni, - n u + r L r s - rLH?) 
三 — n U ) (V is linear in dg) 
Since 1 
gjp^Pql =�jpgP讯�gim,q + 9qm,l Qql^m) 
二 + Qqj.i - 9qi,j) and 
三？kl�gq:i,lr + 9lj,qr 一 "gZjr)， 
we have 
三 — 臺 l i O i j M + 9ij,ik — 9u,kj) — {9kj,zi + Qtikj — Qk^j)] 
三 一 ^gkigtjjd + + 9ii,kj 一 Qkiij) 
三 _ IgkigijM + 臺 / ' ( f e ’ " _ 9ki,zj + Qij^ki + Qiik] - gij,ki) 
But Agx' = g邮Pf^ i = 0 shows that 
gjpig'K). = 0. 
Therefore, 
0 三 gjpg'K, 
三�g:ipgk�g—(gkm,il + gimM — 9kl,im) 
三 臺 + 9IJM — 9ki,ij) 
and hence 
Rij 三 + i^(gii,kj Qjiki)-
Finally, from the fact = R j ” we obtain 
Ri] = \�R” + Rjr) = - l g � j M . 
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From (2.14), we have AgQ j^ = + ( 作 + |5Vnn，fc5^麵""Ofe/ 三 " � ” 处 There-
fore, Rij = + Qij(g, dg) for some Qij[g,dg) which is quadratic in dg. 
As -5) e we have dg G From Theorem 2.2.4, as 
9 > n, we obtain dg 6 and hence Q�八g,dg�G V l ^么2 ” (丑 ‘ From 
(3.6), we know that Agg^j G where r] = min{27/, r } > rj. Theorem 
2.4.7 implies that - G 五/?i). 
If T]* < T, we can replace 77 by 77* = 2” and apply the arguments again to obtain 
a new value of i f . (Of course, the value of Ri is also altered.) It is clear that the 
process must terminate at rj* = r after the arguments are applied k times where 
k > log2 • 
Chapter 4 
Uniqueness of Mass 
In this chapter, we would like to define the mass of an asymptotically flat manifold 
which satisfies certain conditions. Besides, we would like to show that the mass 
is well-defined. 
4.1 Definition of Mass 
Definition 4.1.1. Let (Af, g, be an asymptotically flat manifold. Suppose 
{ D k } is an increasing sequence of closed balls satisfying the following properties: 
oo 
1. U d f m ; 
k=l 
2. Sk 二 ^{dDk) is a connected C^ compact manifold without boundary; 
3. Rk = inf{|x| : X G oo as A: oo; 
4. 广"area [Sk] 二 Jg^ dS is bounded as k — oo. 
Then we define ([2]) 
mass (A厂仏 = £ ((念— (4.1) 
In (4.1), dS^ = i/dS where i/ is the z-th coordinate of the unit outward normal 
vector of Sk. 
40 
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4.2 Uniqueness of Mass 
We are going to show that the mass is actually independent of the choice of {Dk} 
and the structure of infinity Prior to the proof, we have to show a formula for 
the scalar curvature. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let R{g) be the scalar curvature. We have 
R{g) = — ia,( iog(b|))) + 臺一 m ) - 却 r川, 
(4.2) 
where T, = and r吵 = g i j ^ L -
Proof. We simplify the expression on the right of (4.2) first. Several identities 
will be used in the simplification: 
i- 一，" = -一 r 丨 k + y i l 
2. grj,k = gjiTi, + gaV]^ 
3 . Id — * 汰 M i = i 力 、 ⑷ 计 二 巧 1 
4 . 9 ” ? ] = 9 % 沾 1 又 二 9 1 ， 1 讯 
The simplification goes as follows: 
M 一 切 巧 ） 二 （ i i f 巧 + 拟 / r � 
Jmpz p/c 一 nm-rl r^ -f g^^^nJ'^lm + 9 
y 1 Im^ /a y 丄 m上 I饥 
- > � � I P i V 邓 l � g _ = — > � i a 彻 
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= lgi’iJgpqn] + gnqiV� 
— f / V ^ r 却 r 川 , = [ 办 ^ r � 
= i ” r 1 乃 
Therefore, the right side of (4.2) equals 
产 I l n l t - rt几 + 二r;爪 + g - r � i 
— ‘ — g 吁 + g'^^^LKj — ^ r ; / 工 
- f r ‘ + rtmit - gn力L 
+ (p'^r-rL - + (g �，irrTnj — g 吁 坑 ) 
… 爪 rs - ruT) 
=R{9)-
• 
Here are some sufficient conditions for an asymptotically flat manifold to have 
a well-defined mass. 
Definition 4.2.1. We say an asymptotically flat manifold (M,g) satisfies the 
mass decay conditions if there is a structure of infinity $ which fulfills 
1. There exists > 0, ^ > n and r > ^ such that {^^g - 6) e 
2 � R { g ) e L\M). 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let (ALg. be an asymtotically flat manifold which satis-
fies the mass decay conditions. Suppose { A J satisfies the condition given in 
Definition 4.11. Then the mass of M is independent of the choice of [D^] 
Before proving Theorem 4.2.2. we need to show the following estimation first. 
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Proposition 4.2.3. Suppose <l>) be an asymtotically flat manifold which 
satisfies the mass decay conditions. Then 
- M) )=认似.一 gjj, + (4.3) 
Proof. First of all, from the fact that g�] - d^j 二 0(广),g贴=o(r-i—�)(by 
Theorem 2.2.4) and the identities given in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, we have 
力 r 广 I 拟 l o g M)) 
= :^g�^�mm’k + 9km,I - 9kl,m) " ？9挪9減 
+ o{r-^)){S,m + o{r-^)){gim,k + 外 — 仇 
+ (4.4) 
=\(2gkr,k - 9kk,r) + 
—^ (0(r->(r-l—0 + gmnAg- 一 m^n) + 9mm,) 
二 — 仇 、 2 ) + o ( r — 1 — 2 。 
=9ijj - 9jj,i + 
Next, as \g\~i - 1 = o(r~i ) , the results follow. 口 
Proof of Theorem 12.2. Let {D,} satisfy the c o n d i t i o n s in Definition 4.1.1 and 
{S,} 二 {dD,}^ Denote the unit outward normal v e c t o r s of the balls as r/. By 
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Proposition 4.2.3 and Stokes，Theorem, we have 
通 - / J ( … 多 ’ 义 
二 [ f s -i)(丨"I*力r).-•明。gM))•v)ds + o 
= lim / { d M h ' H ^ j - l d , { l o g \ g \ ) ) ) d V (4,5) 
二 lim / - dV 
=lim / (R[g) 一 秦 拟 l o g M) + g��pqrikpr]qi�iW dV 
h � J D灿1 \ 2 ) 
where dV denotes a unit volume element. Note that gi] = d^j + gij.k E 
L2(A/) and - 1 + o{r-丁）. It follows that 
Also, it also leads to the fact that r汝p, r川,G L^(M) and hence g'^g^^cf'T^kpTjqi G 
L^{M). As we have assumed R{g) G the integral in (4,5) is independent 
of the choice of {Di^}. • 
The following theorem shows that different structures of infinity give the same 
mass. 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let (M, g) be an asymptotically flat manifold. Suppose x) 
and z) be two structures of infinity with decay rates greater than Then 
the mass defined by both structures are well-defined and equal. 
Proof. From Proposition 4.2.2, we know that the defined mass is independent of 
the choice of {Dk}. We now choose Dk 二 {m G A/||<I>(m)| < k}. Following the 
notations of that proposition, we have 
mass (仏 $ ) = lim (p (p^jj - Ojj.i) dS' (4.6) 
“义 JSk 
mass ( 仏 屯 ） = l i m f ( 知 ， ) - ( 4 J ) 
b 义 Js, 
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Here we write g = <!>*仏 g = 屯 a n d Sk = 屯 f o r simplicity. We now 
estimate the terms appearing in (4.7). 
Let f —屯 be a diffeomorphism. Suppose {ci} 二 and = 
a i j ^ } be bases of Tp{Sk) and 7}(口)(*§。）respectively. Without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume { e j is orthonormal, i.e. (e ,^ ej) = Sij. Let hij = 
We have 
_ dz' d dz' d 
= 徵 ^ 涼 — 胡 
dz^ dz^ , , d d . u 
=‘〜^巧（...〈应’涼〉 
=(Jnmajn(Skm + 0(r—。）（4n + 
=atk^jk + o(r_T) 
= + o(r-T) 
Let rj and fj be the unit outward normal vectors of Sk and Sk respectively. 
Let their z-th coordinates be r/^  and fj^  respectively. We have 
” • “ r o / - 1 � ) | 
where r{x) = ( E ( 工 i s the norm of x € M with coordinates defined by 
s 騰 • 劑 
dr dx^ d 
dx^ dz' ^ 
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As r ^ we have 
. 1 
l V . ( r o 厂 1 � ) | = + 二 1 + o{r-丁) 
and 17^  = + 0 ( 广 ” ） （ 1 + = f + 广 了 ） . Qn the other hand, we have 
？? = f , i.e. 7]^  = y . Therefore, 
fh - m = o{r-丁）, 
Also, we have 知 - - 恥 = 慕 監 g k i — g…so 
dgrj _ dg^ = dx^ dx^ dgu — d^ (dx^ dx^ \ 
r d 竺 dx^ d 
= o ( r - > ( r - i - T ) + ( o ( r - i - > ( r - � + o(广 > ( r - i - ” ) o ( l ) 
二 o ( r - i - 2 � 
and hence 
dgij _ = dg^j dx"" — d^ 
^ - ax^ — ^ ^ — ^ 
- 塾 J 一 i � - t 
n 
= • 一 ) + [ 禁 + 0 ( 厂 1 - 2 、 ( 广 ） 
二 o ( r - i - 2 � + [ o ( r - i - � + o ( r - i - 2 � ] o ( r - � 
= • 一 )。 
Therefore, from (4.3) and (4.7), we have 
mass ( 仏 屯 ） 二 ： ^ lim ( f 、 如 — f e j dS' 
lOTT k—oo Jg^ 
l i m ( f 广 去 幼 o g | 则 + 小 
167r /e-oo Jg^ 2 J 
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Let 
j) = ^ \im jf [fej. - fe, + o(r-i—dS 
ni, j) = ^ l^im - 知 + dS 
(Note that Einstein summation notation is not adopted here.) 
Clearly, when i = j, 
'i) = ^ lim (f — � “ ’ d S = 0 
lOTT fc—oo Jsk 
=T^ lim (f (gu,i - gu,i)ru dS = T(i, i). 
Idtt fc—oo Jsk 
Next, we consider the case for i ^ j . From (4.4), we get 
- log 1^ 1 = ^gjl[gim;m - 9mm,I + 命 - 】 — ？ 了 ) ] . 
m,l 
Hence, 
昨 ， 力 二 T^ Jim (f 引 臺 � " ( f ； - 每 惑 log|^) + o(r-i—2�lr^,d5 
IDTT fc^oo Jg^ 2 _ 
- I 
lim I | 引 全 众 ” ( ^ 如 [ 决 爪 ， 爪 一 々 爪 爪 ， , + 0 ( 广 1 - 2 � ] ) + 0(厂-1-2-) fj,dS 
lb7Vk-.ooJs^ L m,l J 
lim / [ ( M “ o ( r - * ) ) ( O o ( r - T ) ) . 
IbTT fc—oo Jsk 
i^Uhl + Omgim,m - gmm,l + 。 ( 厂 小 ” + 命 小 ^ ) + 1 - 1 . 
m,/ 
lim / o ( r - 1 - 2 � d S (... g'' = o ( r - � w h e n i ^ j) 
lOTT fc—oo Jg^ 
= T{i,j) ( • / - l - 2 r <n). 
Consequently, mass {g,屯)二 = E z j 巧,j) = mass (g, • 
Now we set n = 3. We are going to show that the bound ^ = | in Proposi-
tion 4.2.4 is the best bound by giving the following example. 
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Proposition 4.2.5. Let M = and {x^] be its Euclidean coordinates. Suppose 
a > 0 is a fixed number and {y^} are new coordinates implicitly defined by 
= + (4.8) 
where r{y) = ij^iv')^)^• Then the mass of M in Euclidean coordinates with 
respect to the coordinates {y^} is equal to 27ra .^ Hence the mass is not uniquely 
defined. 
Proof. In this proof, all summations will be written explicitly, Einstein summa-
tion notation is not adopted. We first prove that is well-defined. Note 
that the function / : R+ U {0 } — IR+ U {0 } defined by f{r) = r ari is bi-
jective. Therefore, for each point x 二 G M, we can always solve r 
from E(工”2 二（r + ar臺尸.Having solved r, we can see that y^  = ~ ^ ^ satisfies 
l+ar"2 
(4.8). On the other hand, it is clear that each (y') can only be given by a unique 
point X G M and the map (x^) h-> (y^) is a diffeomorphism. Therefore, {y^} is a 
well-defined coordinate system. 
For simplicity, we write r = r(y) in the following proof. From (4.8), we can see 
that 
dx^ _ i ayV 
Therefore, 
3汉2 
gUj = (1 + a r-”％ j - a r ' l y y - — r ' ^ y Y 
5 
5^”，/c = - ( 1 + a r � * r - l y % ] + -ar ' iy 'y^y^ + - ^ r S ' y ' y ^ 
5 3^2 
-ar-^S^kV' + W ) - -j-r-^i^rkV' + W ) -
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Hence, we have 
g^ j - Sij = (aV—i + 2 a r — - a r ' i y ' y ^ - —r'^y'y^ 
4 
gij,k = - ( 1 + ar-��ar-iy%j + ^ar'iy'y^y^ + f 一 ? / V / 
Q 2 
— + 6础” — 汰 y ] + S^.y') 
<Cr-i. 
5 
= -(1 + ar_ � + -ar'^'y'y^ + 
Q 2 
- + — + 
队 z ’ j = - (1 + ar-i”ar-iy%i + ^ar-iyYy] + 冬 广 V y V 
— + 知 ? / ) — + 〜y). 
. . . g啦 - 9 u , j = - ( 1 + - y^u) 
— — 5 � - - S卯 
4 
We choose Dk = { (? / ) G M, r < k}. Clearly, it satisfies the conditions given in 
Definition 4.1.1. Then we have 
i \(l + ar-'2)ar-i-ar-i-^a'T-"]�以-糊y]r-US 
^ 16 兀 Is, L 4 � 
IStt Js, 4 




Schwarzschild Metric and 
Vacuum Einstein Equation 
In this chapter, we would like to show that Schwarzschild metric given by 
/ 9 A/A ( 7M\ 
ds^ = - l I - — ] + r\de^ + s i n ' 似 02) (5 工） V T ) V T ) 
satisfies vacuum Einstein equation and in fact the only spherically symmetric 
solution to the equation. Besides, we can prove that the 3-rnanifold generated by 
fixing t constant in the spacetime induced by Schwarzschild metric is an asymp-
totically flat manifold. 
5.1 Static Spacetime and Spherically Symmet-
ric Spacetime 
Let {M^, g) be a Lorentz manifold. We would like to introduce the definitions of 
static spacetime and spherically symmetric spacetime first. 
Definition 5 .1.1 (Killing Field). A Killing field is a vector field ^ such that 
C^ Qab — 0 where C^ denotes the Lie derivative along 
50 
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Definition 5.1.2 (Timelike Killing field). A Killing field is said to be timelike if 
�� <0. 
Definition 5.1.3 (Stationary Spacetime). A spacetime (M, Qah) with a timelike 
Killing field is said to be stationary. 
Notation (Time-invariant Spacetime). If ^  is a timelike Killing field of a sta-
tionary spacetime M with integral curves parametrized by T, then we will have 
= 0 everywhere in M. In other words, gab is a constant when t varies. We 
say M is time-invariant. 
Definition 5.1.4 (Static Spacetime). Suppose (M,gab) is stationary a n d � i s its 
timelike Killing vector field. If there is a hypersurface orthogonal to ^ everywhere, 
then M is said to be static. 
Proposition 5.1.1. Suppose M be a time-invariant static spacetime. With the 
above notations, let Ec = {x G M\ t(x) = c} be a hypersurface of M. Assume 
that for every point x in A/, there is an integral curve along ^ linking x and a 
point on Eq. If Eq is orthogonal to then Ec is also orthogonal to ^ for all 
c G R. 
Proof. Note that ( f , 嘉 ） = 0 for t = 1，2’ 3. We define a map 小。:(力，x^) h 
[t + c, x ^ o n M. Then for every v = we have 
〈 瓦 ， � -、 百 � = 〈 瓦 ， Z 〜应〉〈況’略=0 
• 
In the following context, we assume for every point a: on a time-invariant static 
spacetime M. there exists an integral curve along 暴 linking x and a point on Eq 
where Eq is orthogonal to ^ everywhere. 
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Proposition 5.1.2. Let M be a time-invariant static spacetime. Then the metric 
on M can be given by 
ds] = goodf + g^jdx'dx^ 
where g‘s (including poo) are independent of t. This coordinate system is said 
to be time orthogonal 
Proof. Let M be a time-invariant static spacetime. Following the notations in 
Proposition 5.1.1, we can re-define the coordinates of M by bringing the x^ coor-
dinates (?: 二 1, 2，3) on Eo to Sc along i.e. we let the point on Ec which can be 
linked to (0, x^) on Eq by an integral curve along 羞 be (c, x^). Due 
to the time-invariant property of M, we h a v e � I 嘉 〉 = 0 and hence goi = 0 for 
< 二 1，2’ 3. Therefore, the metric on M can be given by 
ds: = goodf + g^jdx'dx^ 
where g^ ] is independent of t as ^ is a Killing field. Finally, poo can be made 
independent of t by reparametrization of integral curves along 差• • 
Proposition 5.1.3. Suppose M be a time-invariant static spacetime. Then 小: 
is an isometry. 
Proof. For simplicity, we let C{t) 二（t，:ri’ :r2,工3). Suppose p 二 C(t) and ( l ) {p)= 
q = C{-t), We would prove = - 礼 first. Let f be smooth on M. Then 





4丨“/) 二 “ 圆 
二 i 酬 ) 
= i l f 则 ) = - | ^ I J f � " = 1.2，3 
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Clearly, 
二 g 沙*it水 
= ( - 1 ) 2 4 ，基 ) I q 
= 
二 5^ 00|p (•.• M is time-invariant) 
Similarly, we have {(l)*g)rj\p = Qijlq = Qtjlp and {(l)*g)oi\p 二 山=-9otlp for 
e {1 ,2 ,3 } . Since goi = 0 iov i = 1,2,3, we still have = 9o^\p = 0. 
Hence,小 is an isometry. • 
Definition 5.1.5. Let (M, gab) be a spacetime. Suppose there is a subgroup G of 
the group of isometries of M isomorphic to 5 0 ( 3 ) (the rotation group of R^) and 
all orbits of G are topological 2-spheres, then we say M is spherically symmetric. 
Proposition 5.1.4. Let be parametrized in usual spherical coordinates (r. 0, (/>) 
and 5 = {x G M^|r(x) = R} where R is some fixed constant. Then the three 
vector fields 
, d 
= 宛 ， 
d d 6 = sm + cot 0 cos , 
？3 = cos — cot e sin (j)-^ 06 dcj) 
are Killing fields. 
Proof. We first note that the induced metric on S is ds^ 二 r�(d02 + sin^ Odcf)^). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume r = 1. For convenience, we let the 
indices in the induced metric hat for 6 and 0 be 0 and 1 respectively, i.e. / i � � 二 1. 
hoi = 0 and hu : sin^ 0. Since are independent of 0, it is clear that 
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AAfe = 0. Next, 
= hcbVa 这 + hacVb 这 
=hcb 贴 + ru^) + / U 汰这 + 动 
= + l g ， b e d + hde,b — V e ) ^ ' ] (5.2) 
= 2 / 1 0 0 [ 纹 0 + 经 1 + 臺 " o o ( 4 i i ’ o ) 切 + + fs i^ + 臺 广 fe�+ � ] 
= 2 ( l ) [ 0 + cos(/)+ - ( l ) ( -2sin6 'cos6>) cot 6* cos 0] 
+ 2 sin^ 6[- CSC? ^ cos 0 - cot 0 sin 4> 
+ i csc^ 9[2 sin 0 cos ^ sin 0 + 2 sin 9 cos 6 cot 0 cos 0)] 
= 0 
By adopting the identity (5.2) on ^^  again, we can prove C^^ hah = 0 similarly. 
Obviously, are linearly independent vector fields on S and tangent to 
S. Moreover, it is clear that G = (^1,^2, ^3) is the rotation group required in 
Definition 5.1.5, so S is spherically symmetric. • 
Proposition 5.1.5. Suppose (M, gab) be a spherically symmetric spacetime and 
G is a rotation group with all orbits being spheres. Let S be an orbit of G and 
{0, (/)) be its coordinates induced by the usual spherical coordinates. Then the 
metric on S can be expressed as 
ds^ = K{de^ + sin^ 似 0 2 ) (5.3) 
where K is some positive constant. 
Proof. Let h = Then h can be considered as a metric on in R^. Note 
that the vector fields < i^,�2.<^3 are tangent to S. As these fields are Killing fields 
of they are also Killing fields of S. For convenience, we let the indices in the 
induced metric hah for 0 and 0 be 0 and 1 respectively. We are going to solve the 
equations C^Mab = 0 for / = 1. 2.3. As the only non-zero component o f � 1 is 羞. 
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it implies that /iqo, and hu are independent of ie. are functions of 0 only. 
Consider C之Jiab 二 0. We have the following system 
d ‘ d d d ‘ 
？2(仇 0)— 乂 ，汤）—“(汤，&，冻 
- 8 • (9 d d ‘ 
< 彻 ） , 滋 ） 1 ( 况 ， “ 预 ( 5 . 4 ) 
仍1) 卜 滋 h 滋 ） — 乂 汤 ， 卜 添 j ) = � 
Note that 
‘ d 1 dsmct) d dicoi 6 cos 6) d o ^ , d , 
.^ 2，汤 j = — I 汤 ^ 萍 = C S C eCOS 小 
” d asin0 d a(cot^cos0) d 丄 d d (。.吕） 
dO dcp dO d(t) d(j) aO d 小 
As /lob's are independent of we get 
^2{hab) 二 (5.6) 
By substituting (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.4), we have 
sin = 2 csc^ 6 cos (j)hQi 
< sin = csc2 6 cos — cos (phoQ + cot 0 sin (f)hoi (5.7) 
s inc j )^^ = — 2cos(/)/zoi + 2 cot 6'sin # i i 
Ou 
By putting cj)=考 into (5.7) and solving it, we can obtain the solutions 
for some constant K. The positivity of K arises from the properties of metric. 
Finally, we can check that the solutions satisfy C^hab = 0 by Proposition 5.1.4 
• 
Proposition 5.1.6. Let (A/, g^b) be a static spherically symmetric spacetime 
with a unique hypersurface-orthogonal timelike Killing f i e l d � . S u p p o s e G is a 
rotation group with all orbits being spheres. Then all orbits of G is orthogonal 
to^. 
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Proof. First of all, we would like to show that is also a hypersurface-orthogonal 
timelike Killing field where (j) e G. It is shown as follows: 
0 = C^gab 
� f \ c ( ^ Tc ^ 
VL 彻 a j d x j \dXa L dXb\J 
(_ d ‘ d \ ( Q 0 ‘ \ 
d:ra� dTkJ \ OXa L <^ 2；6�乂 
Q - Q \ ( Q ^ - \ 
— — 四 ab 
It shows that (j)^ ^ is a Killing field. Since (p is an isometry, •次 is also timelike. 
Suppose p e M and (xq, Xi, X2, X3) is a local coordinate system around p where 
p is the origin. Let S 二 {(工。’工i,工2,工3)|工2 = 工 3 二 0}. With the aid of Gram-
Schmidt process, we may assume {最} are orthogonal at p. Then the projection 
o f � o n t o E at p is 最〉轰 + � � ’ 奈 〉 吾 = 0 . As the projection of onto 
(/>(E) at 偏 is 
dxQ dxQ dxi dxi dxo dxo dxi dxi 
Since p is arbitrary, (j)^^ is also hypersurface-orthogonal. From the uniqueness 
of the hypersurface-orthogonal timelike Killing field, we have cfht = Assume 
that ^ is not orthogonal to some orbit S of G. Then it would lead to a non-zero 
projection | of ^ on S. Let q e S where l{q) / 0. As every continuous vector 
field on a two dimensional sphere has a zero point r, we can always find e G 
such that ipj^ + ip^i by fixing xp{q) = r. However, • 6 G implies 论 = ^ and 
hence 4)主=Contradiction. • 
We can now simplify the metric of a spacetime. Firstly, pick an orbit S of 
G and define the usual coordinate system {0. 0) on S. As ^ is orthogonal to S. 
S lies on a hyper surf ace E orthogonal to For each point p on E. there is an 
integral curve linking p and {OQ. (^ o) for some (OQ. (PQ) G S. Then we define the 
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local coordinate of p on E as (tq, Oq, 0o) where rg 二 = /loo for the orbit on 
which P lies. From Proposition 5.1.5 and the fact that 悬 is orthogonal to S, we 
have on E 
二 gndr" + + sin^ 0d(t)^). 
We have now defined the local coordinates on E. Finally, this coordinate system 
is brought to other hypersurfaces orthogonal to ^ by All the above offers the 
values of gab where a, 6 G {1 ,2 ,3 } . Finally, from Proposition 5.1.2, the metric of 
M can be given by 
ds^ = goodt^ + gudr'' + + sin' (5.8) 
where 5^ 00 and gu are independent of t. Besides, as 0 and 0 are constant on 
the integral curves along 羞 and 悬，goo and .gu are independent of Q and d too. 
Therefore, (5.8) can be re-written as 
ds' = — e 糊 d t � + e聊) d r ' + + sin^ 似02) (5.9) 
where A and B are functions of r. (The signs are so determined as goo < 0 and 
9u > 0.) 
5.2 Schwarzschild Vacuum Solution 
In this section, we are going to solve the vacuum Einstein equation for spherical 
static symmetric metric 
i?” = 0. (5.10) 
where R^j is the Ricci tensor. The solution to this equation is called Schwarzschild 
vacuum solution. 
5.2.1 Equation Solving 
Recall that 
R” = R^i = - + — (5.11) 
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where FJ^ is the ChristofFel symbol while the notation of comma derivatives is 
adopted. Following the notation in (5.9), the only non-zero 认 / s are 
0^0 = 仍 1 = e2风r),仍2 二 t\ P33 = r2 Sin2 e. 
From these values, we can compute all Christoffel symbols by the equation 
^]k = \9' ' {9ji ,k^9ki,j-9jk,i) . (5.12) 
The only non-zero Christoffel symbols are 
Hi = 4 rjo 二 A,e2(A-B)，ril = Br, = -re-比, 
r ^ = - r sin2 6>e—2兀，Tl^  = r?3 = r—i, Tj^ = - sin (9 cos 6>, rl^ 二 cot 6. 
The subscript r means taking derivative with respect to r. By putting all 
these values of Christoffel symbols into (5.11), we can obtain all values of i?”.. 
The only non-zero i?”.,s are 
Roo = + ArBr - A^ - 2r-'A^) (5.13) 
Ru = -Arr + ArBr + B^ - Al (5.14) 
R22 = I - + r{Ar - Br)] (5.15) 
丑33 = {1 - + r{Ar - Br)]}sm^O = R22 sin^ 0 (5.16) 
Clearly, (5.16) is redundant in view of the presence of (5.15). (5.13), (5�14) and 
(5.15) give 
0 = - A t + ArBr ' A^ - 2r—丄^^  (5.17) 
0 二 -Arr + ArBr + 2r-乂 — AI (5.18) 
0 = 1 - • - 尽 ) ] (5.19) 
Subtracting (5.18) from (5.17) gives Ar = —Br and hence 
A = -B + Co (5.20) 
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where Cq is a constant. Finally, put (5.20) into (5.19), we obtain an ODE after 
rearrangement 
e '^ = 1 - 2rBr. (5.21) 
Yet, (5.21) can be readily solved: 
..• 1 二 e - 犯 - 2 r B r e - 比 = ( g - ^ ^ r ) , 
+ C = 
, . e 沾 = ( 1 + 旬 - 1 , 二 ( 1 + 旬 e2C� (5.22) 
Here C is another constant. (5.22) gives the metric 
ds" = ( 1 + e � f + ( 1 + 1 dr" + + sin^ 6邮、‘ (5.23) 
In (5.23), goo can be normalized by setting i = e^^t: 
ds' = (1 + dp + (1 + 1 dr" + —(抓 + —2 
Clearly, we can write t for i in the solution. Besides, some applications in physics 
suggest to substitute C 二 —2M. Finally, we get the Schwarzschild vacuum 
solution 
ds" = (1 — 学 ) d e + (1 — 字 ） 1 dr^ + r\de2 + Sin2 Od小、 (5.24) 
where M is a constant. A direct substitution can show that (5.24) is indeed a 
solution to (5.10). 
5.3 Birkhoff's Theorem 
In Section 5=2, we have assumed that the spacetime is static and spherically 
symmetric in solving the Einstein equation in Section 5.2. Yet, we are going to 
show that the static condition need not be assumed. 
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Theorem 5 .3 .1 (Birkhoff's Theorem). The spherically symmetric solution to 
vacuum Einstein equation must be static. 
Proof. First of all, given that a spacetime M is spherically symmetric, the metric 
of M can be given by 
ds^ = a(r, t)dt^ + b(r, t�df + c(r, t)dtdr + d(r, t~)(d炉 + sin^ edcp^) (5.25) 
where a, 6, c and d are arbitrary functions of r and t ([9]). However, we can 
choose a suitable transformation f = f (r , t) and i = i{r, t) so that c(r,力)三 0 and 
d[r,t) = r2 as follows ([9]): 
ds^ = a(r, t)dt^ + 6(r, t)dt^ + + sin^ 叫？). (5.26) 
As what we did in (5.9), the metric can be re-written as 
ds" = -eA(r，t�df + e B � r , t W + T\d炉 + sin2 0邮、 (5.27) 
where A{r, t) and B{r, t) are functions of r and t. By applying the formula (5.12), 
we can solve all Christoffel symbols. The only non-zero ChristofTel symbols are 
rgo 二 A,, rgi = r?i = b严—a�, � J � = 
rji = Bt, rii = B � n2 = - r e - 犯 , l i s = -rsmHe'^^ 
r^^ = r?3 = r-i， Il3 二一 sin OcosO, T^^ = cot 6. 
The subscripts r and t mean taking derivative with respect to r and t respec-
tively. With the formula (5.11) and vacuum Einstein equation，we can compute 
all values of i?” and obtain the following equations: 
Roo = - e 2 ( 知 用 （ 一 4 厂 + A Br - A l - 2r-'Ar) — Bu + Bt[At - Bt) (5.28) 
Ru = - A r + ArBr + 2r—丄万厂—A^ + M议 f 一 Bt(At — B,)] (5.29) 
R22 = l-e'^[l + r{Ar-Br)] 
= {1 - + r{Ar — Br)]} sin^ 0 = R22 sin^ 9 
Roi = 2 B t r - ' = 0 (5.30) 
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From (5.30), we have 
Bt = 0. (5.31) 
Putting (5.31) into (5.28) and (5.29) and compute the difference of the two re-
sultant equations, we should get 
Ar = -Br 
and hence 
⑷ ， = - { B t ) r = 0. 
Consequently, A^ is independent of t and so is A. In conclusion, a spherically 
symmetric Schwarzschild vacuum solution is static. • 
5.4 Asymptotically Flat Properties of Space with 
Schwarzschild Metric 
In this section, we would like to show that a spacetime with Schwarzschild metric 
induces an asymptotically flat 3-manifold satisfying the mass decay conditions 
stated in Chapter 4. 
Let M be the spacetime with Schwarzschild metric. Recall that the metric of 
M is 
ds' = — ( 1 — ？ ^ ) dt' + ( 1 - 字 ) — 1 dP + r\d炉 + sm2 9d<p') 
Since M is time-invariant, the spaces {MT^} obtained by the slice M 化 = { x E 
M\t{x) 二 Zo} are isometric. Therefore, we may consider MQ for convneience. The 
metric on MQ is induced by 
ds' = (1 — 1 dr' + + sin2 6 填 (5.32) 
In order to facilitate the discussion on the properties of Mq, we would like to 
adopt a more convenient coordinate system on MQ. 
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Proposition 5.4.1. Let Mq be the subspace of Mq where Mq = {x e Mo\r{M) > 
2M}. The metric in MQ can be written as 
df = ( 二 广 [ 如 2 + 浙 2 + 似 
where p 二 r - M + yjr(r — 2M). Hence, if we regard (p, 0,0) and as 
corresponding polar coordinates and rectangular coordinates in M ,^ we have 
ds' 二 � ( 。 ： 1 ) 2 + 祈 + 圳 丨 . (5.33) 
Proof. Suppose the metric in Mq can be written as 
df 二 / ( "胁 2 + p\d炉 + sin2 
for some real function f . Then we need 
卿 p2 = ( i — 办 2 (5.34) 
f{p)p' = (5.35) 
Simple substitution of (5.35) into (5.34) yields 
% = ( 1 … ( 5 . 3 6 ) 
p2 r(r - 2M) 
Thus, if p satisfies 
dp _ I 1 
7 二 V r(r — 2 M 产 
then (5.36) is also satisfied. Simple integration on both sides gives 
p 二 r - M + y^r{r - 2M) (5.37) 
or r = (5.38) 
Finally, a direct substitution of (5.38) into (5.35) shows that 
” , — { p + A i r , , 仙 
: J 2 : 4^4 • (5 
It is easy to check that (5.37) and (5.39) satisfy ( 5 . 3 2 � T h e second result follow 
by a direct change of coordinates. • 
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We are going to show that Mq satisfies the decay conditions of an asymptoti-
cally flat manifold. 
Theorem 5.4.2. Mq is an asymptotically flat manifold for any decay rate r < 1. 
Besides, the Ricci tensor on Mq is zero. 
Proof. From (5.33)，we have 
, { P + M ) \ 
where p = + {x^Y + [x'^Y and h^j denotes the metric of Mq in rectangular 
coordinates. First of all, we map MO\K to M^ by x ^ | where K = {x E 
Mo\p{x) < 2M}. Clearly, the metric of the image I{Mo\K) is 
〜.二 (2p)4 �]- (5.40) 
First of all, as all eigenvalues of {h^j) are (；二 w h o s e limit is 1 when p 一 oc， 
item (i) of Definition 2.4.1 is satisfied. Next, we have 
— S^J = 0 (p_ i ) and 
〜> = j^：^ 二 )• 
Let r < 1. Then 
[{h^j - d^jYa^"^-^ dx < [ 0 (p ( - i+T ) ”3 )办 and 
are finite as ( - 1 + T)q - 3 < —3. Hence, € VVl^(R^) and item (ii) is also 
satisfied. Therefore, Mo is an asymptotically flat manifold. Finally, the Ricci 
tensor is zero is the result in Section 5.2. • 
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5.5 Mass of The Space Induced by Schwarzschild 
Metric 
We are going to compute the mass of Mq by the equation (4.1): 
mass (M, g,^) = l i m (f ((巾*50u，_? — dS\ Iott fc-oo Jsk 
According to Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.4, we can choose any structure of infinity 
satisfying the mass decay condition stated in Definition 4.2.1 and any sequence of 
balls {Dk) satisfying the conditions in Definition 4.1.1. Clearly, (h^j) is a suitable 
structure of infinity (by choosing any 丁 G 1) and Di^  = { x G Mo\p{Dk) < k} 
gives a suitable set of balls for the computation. 
Theorem 5.5.1 (Mass of the Space Induced by Schwarzschild Metric). Let MQ 
be the space induced by Schwarzschild metric where its metric is given by (5.1). 
Then its mass is M. 
Proof. In order to avoid confusion, Einstein summation convention is not adopted 
in this proof. As discussed in this section, we can pick = (h,j) and 
L)&二 G Mo\p{Dk) < k}. Clearly, S^ = d[Dk) = { x e M ^ D k ) = k} and its 
JQ 
unit outward normal is - where p = |a:|. From 
P 
kj= (1 + 芸 ） ‘ （5.41) 
we have 
‘ , � - 2 M ( l + $ ) - and = - 2 M + - j y 入 
Therefore, 
户 1 \ “ 户 1 ^ (5.42) 
V 2p 乂 
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From (5.42), we obtain 
1 3 3 f 
mass(Mo) = V ] lim f [kjj - hjjA dS' 
1 6 • 台 “ � o / 知 、 ) 
V 补 ) P 
=巡 lim fl^SVS/ 
IGtt k—oo \ 2k) k^ Js, 
4M 1 / m V A ^ e 
( mV = M lim 1 + — 
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